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	Clinical Trials in Osteoporosis, 9781846283895 (1846283892), Springer, 2007

	This second revised and updated edition is a practical handbook on clinical trials in the growing field of osteoporosis. Topics covered include study design, technical issues, data collection, quality assurance, data analysis, and presentation. Clinical Trials in Osteoporosis takes the user through the process step-by-step from start to finish. It also provides a background on regulatory guidelines, ethical implications, endpoints, current therapies, and the ideal drug to use. It will serve as a practical manual for clinicians and scientists new to the subject and provide a standard for existing centers to measure themselves against.
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Therapeutic Neovascularization - Quo vadis?Springer, 2007

	This collection of current and future concepts of neovascularization offers fascinating insights into refining a powerful therapeutic tool which has not yet had the chance to live up to the expectations and needs of the medical community. It examines current refinements in the fundamental concept of neovascularization and describes the most...


		

Jakarta Pitfalls: Time-Saving Solutions for Struts, Ant, JUnit, and CactusJohn Wiley & Sons, 2003
Escape from common coding pitfalls with this detailed book of proven Jakarta missteps and solutions
The dangers of Jakarta pitfalls are everywhere and countless developers have already been trapped. These mistakes have delayed schedules, allowed major bugs to get into the users’ hands, or led to numerous rewrites in maintenance. Luckily,...


		

Official (ISC)2 Guide to the CISSP CBKAuerbach Publications, 2006
The Official (ISC)² Guide to the CISSP CBK is ideal not only for information security professionals attempting to achieve CISSP certification but also for those who are trying to decide which, if any, certification to pursue. Executives and organizational managers who want a more complete understanding of all the elements that are required in...




	

Towards Digital Enlightenment: Essays on the Dark and Light Sides of the Digital RevolutionSpringer, 2018

	
		This new collection of essays follows in the footsteps of the successful volume Thinking Ahead - Essays on Big Data, Digital Revolution, and Participatory Market Society, published at a time when our societies were on a path to technological totalitarianism, as exemplified by mass surveillance reported by Edward Snowden and...



		

Linux Appliance Design: A Hands-On Guide to Building Linux AppliancesNo Starch Press, 2007
Linux appliances are computers that serve a single, well-defined purpose. Modern appliances are complex machines, with processors, operating systems, and application software. For example, the Tivo is essentially a Linux-based computer with a single purpose: recording television. While there are books that tell readers how to run Linux on embedded...

		

Pro Tools 101 Official Courseware, Version 7.4 (Book & DVD Rom)Course Technology PTR, 2007
Digidesign’s Official Pro Tools 101 Courseware takes a comprehensive approach to learning the fundamentals of Pro Tools|HD, Pro Tools LE, or Pro Tools M-Powered systems. Now updated for Pro Tools 7.4 software, this new edition from the definitive authority on Pro Tools covers everything you need to know to complete a Pro Tools project. Learn...
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